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Hey Kidsl Here's Where
ffi Coca-Col- a The Good Times Are On

Saturday Mornings!in
THE MARY TYLER MOORE

SHOW,9:30PM
WINNER OF 4 EMMYS.

BACK WITH MORE ADVENTURES OF

MARY IN MINNEAPOLIS.

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE
NEW TIME, 10PM

THE CRIMINAL HASNT BEEN

BORN WHO CAN OUTSMART THE INTREPID
IMF HEADED BY PETER GRAVES.
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Archie Andrews hosts a
unique half hour of cartoon
comedy and adventure featuring
"The Captain and the Kids,"
"Dick Tracy," "Broom Hilda,"
"Nancy and Sluggo," and many
more of the greatest stars of the
funny papers in a new program
Saturday mornings of the CBS
Television Network. Throughout
the program Archie and his
Friends are treated as live
performers and the comic strip
characters as cartoon people.

The Archie wrap-round- s are
envisioned as mini comedy-adventure- s

set against the
hectic and exciting background
of a local television studio in
Riverdale in which Archie and
his Friends have the respon-
sibility to produce and telecast a
program called ARCHIE'S TV
FUNNIES.

Archie and his Friends utilize
a bank of television monitors on
which their favorite comic strip
characters appear in animation.
Archie is the anchorman, but all
his friends get involved in in-

troducing their favorites from
the funny papers. For example,
Jughead likes the "Captain and
the Kids," Veronica likes
"Nancy and Sluggo," Reggie
enjoys seeing the villains that
"Dick Tracy" brings to justice,
and Betty is convulsed by the
antics of "Broom Hilda." The
TV monitor is used as a device
to "Go-into- " and "go out" of the
animated comic strip segments.

The Dick Tracy story
segments will never be less than
six minutes in length. Segments
featuring the other Funnies
stars will range from three to
four minutes each.

TIIK CAPTAIN AND THE KIDS
This is the age-ol- d struggle of

the Generation Gap. The Cap-

tain and the Inspector are
always at odds with the kids,

Hans and Fritz. The fly in the
ointment is Rollo, who pretends
to be a goody-good- y but is in
reality a little scoundrel His
favorite pastime is playing
pranks on the Captain and the
Inspector and working things so
Hans and Fritz will be blamed.
Hans and Fritz always manage
to turn the tables on Rollo who
gets his comeuppance. Momma
is on to Rollo and favors Hans
and Fritz.

NANCY AND SLUGGO
A classic kid strip that runs in

nearly six hundred newspapers.
Nancy lives with her Aunt, Fritzi
Ritz, in a nice, middle class
neighborhood. Her rough-nec- k

boy friend, Sluggo, lives in a not-so-ni-

neighborhood on the
other side of the tracks. Nancy is
forever trying to improve
Sluggo's lot. . usually against
his will.

DICK TRACY
Joining the great detective

will be many of the characters
who were featured in the period
of the strip's greatest
popularity: Junior Tracy, Tess
Trueheart, Pat Patton, and
Chief Brandon. Junior is Dick's
ward and lives with him. Tess is
Dick's sweetheart and Pat
Patton is his side-kic- The
villains in the stores are the
famous ones from the strip:
Prune-Face- , Mumbles, Flat Top,
et al

BROOM HILDA
She is a pixie-minde- d witch

who lives in the enchanted
forest. Broom Hilda is a com-

plete maverick who does her
own thing her own way. She has
magical powers and loves to use
them to play practical jokes on
Gaylord, the Vulture and the
Hairy Troll, her two regular

side-kick- Broom Hilda ranges
far afield, both in time and
space. one moment she can be
pulling a prank on King Arthur
and the next, she is confounding
an airline pilot by buzzing his 747

on her broom.

SMOKEY STOVER
Smokey is a fireman and most

of the action revolves around the
fire house which is under the
supervision of the Fire Chief,
named Cash U. Nutt. His wife,
Mrs. Cash U. Nutt, the kid and
Spooky, the cat, all move in and
out of a weird world of picture
frames that fail to contain their
subjects entirely, so that cats'
tails, strings of sausage and ear
trumpets constantly protrude to
nobody's surprise. What has
endeared Smokey Stover to its
readers are the zany puns. A

Smokey Stover without puns
would be like a day without
sunshine.

NEW SHOW 10:30AM
DICK TRACY AND
OTHER SUPER STARS
OF THE FUNNY PAPERS
JOINED BY ARCHIE
AND HIS FRIENDS.
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TAKE KATHRYN'S ADVICE...

WJHL-T- V

"USE PAM FOR YOUR POTS AND PANS. ii


